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Brief Communications

Transcranial Magnetic Stimulation Disrupts the Perception
and Embodiment of Facial Expressions
David Pitcher, Lúcia Garrido, Vincent Walsh, and Bradley C. Duchaine
Institute of Cognitive Neuroscience and Department of Psychology, University College London, London WC1N 3AR, United Kingdom

Theories of embodied cognition propose that recognizing facial expressions requires visual processing followed by simulation of the
somatovisceral responses associated with the perceived expression. To test this proposal, we targeted the right occipital face area (rOFA)
and the face region of right somatosensory cortex (rSC) with repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) while participants
discriminated facial expressions. rTMS selectively impaired discrimination of facial expressions at both sites but had no effect on a
matched face identity task. Site specificity within the rSC was demonstrated by targeting rTMS at the face and finger regions while
participants performed the expression discrimination task. rTMS targeted at the face region impaired task performance relative to rTMS
targeted at the finger region. To establish the temporal course of visual and somatosensory contributions to expression processing,
double-pulse TMS was delivered at different times to rOFA and rSC during expression discrimination. Accuracy dropped when pulses
were delivered at 60 –100 ms at rOFA and at 100 –140 and 130 –170 ms at rSC. These sequential impairments at rOFA and rSC support
embodied accounts of expression recognition as well as hierarchical models of face processing. The results also demonstrate that
nonvisual cortical areas contribute during early stages of expression processing.
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Introduction
Neurobiological models of face processing propose that faceselective areas in the inferior occipital gyrus represent facial information before analysis in downstream areas in the fusiform
gyrus and superior temporal sulcus (Haxby et al., 2000; Calder
and Young, 2005). The involvement of these face-selective areas
in facial expression recognition finds support from neuroimaging and neuropsychological patient studies (Rossion et al., 2003;
Winston et al., 2003; Steeves et al., 2006; Engell and Haxby, 2007).
Theories of embodied cognition, however, propose that visual
mechanisms alone are insufficient and that a nonvisual process of
internally simulating the somatovisceral and motor responses
associated with the observed emotion is also necessary for expression recognition (Carr et al., 2003; Niedenthal, 2007). This hypothesis leads to the prediction that expression recognition can
be disrupted by interference with the simulation process. Behavioral and physiological evidence supports this prediction. Expression recognition is impaired by facial contortions that restrict the
capacity to produce expressions (Oberman et al., 2007) and by
somatovisceral responses evoked by unpleasant tastes and smells
(Wicker et al., 2003; Jabbi et al., 2007). Expression-relevant facial
muscles exhibit increased electromyographic responses to subliminal exposure to emotional expressions (Dimberg et al., 2000).
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A meta-analysis of patients with focal brain lesions reported that
damage to right somatosensory cortices was associated with expression recognition impairments (Adolphs et al., 2000), and a
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) study also demonstrated that the right somatosensory cortex (rSC) shows an
increased response when participants discriminate between facial
expressions (Winston et al., 2003) (but see Hariri et al., 2000;
Andrews and Ewbank, 2004).
To assess the embodied cognition account of expression recognition, we delivered repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation (rTMS) over the right occipital face area (rOFA) in the inferior occipital gyrus or the face area of rSC while participants
matched either facial expressions or facial identities. The rOFA
exhibits a stronger response to faces than to other categories
(Gauthier et al., 2000) and is the first stage in hierarchical faceprocessing models (Haxby et al., 2000; Calder and Young, 2005;
Fairhall and Ishai, 2007). The somatosensory cortex is the
sensory-receptive area for representations of the body and has a
disproportionately large region dedicated to the face (Penfield
and Jasper, 1954; Huang and Sereno, 2007). Although embodied
cognition accounts propose that the somatosensory cortex plays
a general role in expression recognition, a TMS study using happy
and fearful faces reported that rSC stimulation only impaired
discrimination of fearful faces (Pourtois et al., 2004). To further
test the embodied cognition account, we used six expressions and
stimulated rOFA and two somatosensory regions.

Materials and Methods
Participants. Twenty-eight right-handed participants with normal or
corrected-to-normal vision (13 males, 15 females, aged 19 – 41 years)
gave informed consent as directed by University College London ethics
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committee. Twelve participated in experiment
1, eight in experiment 2, and 14 in experiment
3. Six participants took part in both experiments 1 and 3. One participant withdrew during experiment 1 because of discomfort with
TMS stimulation.
Materials. Stimuli were presented centrally
on a super video graphics array 17 inch monitor
(resolution, 1024 ⫻ 768; refresh rate, 100 Hz).
Stimuli were six female models (C, MF, MO,
NR, PF, and SW) from Ekman and Friesen’s
(1976) facial affect series expressing one of six
emotions: happy, sad, surprise, fear, disgust,
and anger. Each grayscale picture was cropped
with the same contour using Adobe Photoshop
to cover the hair and neck. The same set of faces
was used for both the identity and expression
discrimination blocks.
For the expression discrimination task, half
the trials showed picture pairs with the same
expression and half showed pairs with different
expressions. Identity always changed between
sample and target faces. The six expressions
were presented an equal number of times.
Figure 1. The normalized location of the rOFA and the face region of the rSC in one subject.
For the identity discrimination task, half the
trials showed pairs with the same identity and
half showed pairs with different identities. Expression always changed between the sample
and target faces. The six models were presented
an equal number of times.
TMS stimulation and site localization. TMS
was delivered at 10 Hz and 60% of maximal
stimulator output, using a Magstim Super
Rapid Stimulator and a 70 mm figure-of-eight
coil, with the coil handle pointing upward and
parallel to the midline. A single intensity was
used on the basis of previous studies (O’Shea et
al., 2004; Pitcher et al., 2007), and, for ease of
comparison with related studies, the majority of
which have used a single intensity. Because we
used within-site task controls, any task-specific
effects could not be explained by induced TMS
intensity differences within participants.
In blocks with TMS during experiment 1 and
experiment 2, test stimuli were presented during 500 ms rTMS with rTMS onset concurrent
with the onset of the target visual stimulus.
During experiment 3, double-pulse TMS
(dTMS) with 40 ms between pulses (O’Shea et
al., 2004; Pitcher et al., 2007) was delivered at
Figure 2. Timeline of the trial procedure for experiments 1–3.
seven different times from stimulus onset: 20 –
60, 60 –100, 100 –140, 130 –170, 170 –210, 210 –
left and right intertragal notches. Using these coordinates, TMS sites
250, and 250 –290 ms, chosen to cover the most likely times of rOFA and
were located using the Brainsight TMS–MRI coregistration system
rSC involvement (Pourtois et al., 2004; Pitcher et al., 2007).
(Rogue Research).
Each participant’s MRI structural scan was normalized against a stanProcedure. Experiment 1 delivered rTMS to rOFA, the face region of
dard template, and each transformation (FSL software; Oxford UniverrSC, and vertex during the behavioral tasks. The vertex condition served
sity Centre for Functional MRI of the Brain) was used to convert the
as a control for nonspecific effects of TMS. A no-TMS condition was
appropriate Talairach coordinates to the untransformed (structural)
included as a behavioral baseline. The identity component acted as a
space coordinates, yielding subject-specific localization of the sites (Fig.
control task based on the results of a pilot experiment (supplemental
1) (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental
Figs. 2, 3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
material). The Talairach coordinates for rOFA (38,⫺80,⫺7) were the
Figure 2 displays the trial procedure. Participants sat 57 cm from the
average from 11 neurologically normal participants in an fMRI face promonitor with their heads stabilized in a chin rest and indicated by a
cessing study (Rossion et al., 2003), and coordinates for the face region of
right-hand key press whether the prime face showed the same facial
rSC (44,⫺12,48) were the average from 12 neurologically normal particexpression as the target face (expression task) or the same person as the
ipants in an fMRI study of facial expression (Winston et al., 2003). The
target face (identity task). They were instructed to respond as accurately
Talairach coordinates for the finger region of rSC (47,⫺30,62) were the
and quickly as possible.
average for six neurologically normal participants in an fMRI cortical
Four blocks of 72 trials were presented for each task (expression and
mapping study (Huang and Sereno, 2007). The vertex was defined as a
identity), and task order was balanced between participants. During each
point midway between the inion and the nasion and equidistant from the
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Figure 3. Mean accuracy scores for the expression and identity discrimination tasks in experiment 1. An asterisk denotes a significant difference in Bonferroni’s corrected tests.

task rTMS was delivered to rOFA, the face region of rSC and vertex, a
no-TMS block was also included. Block order was balanced between
participants. Within each block, the trial order was randomized.
Experiment 2 required participants to perform only the expression
matching task while rTMS was targeted at the face or finger region of rSC
or at vertex. Site stimulation order was balanced between participants.
Each block consisted of 72 trials.
Experiment 3 required participants to perform only the expression
task. It was done in two testing sessions on different days, one session
stimulated rOFA and vertex, whereas the other stimulated the face region
of rSC and vertex. Session order was balanced between participants, and
both sessions were completed within 7 d for all participants. There were
36 trials per timing condition block. Timing condition order and TMS
stimulation site were balanced among participants.

Results
The aim of experiment 1 was to interfere with the participants’
ability to match different facial expressions by delivering rTMS
over rOFA and the face region of rSC. The vertex was also stimulated as an active TMS control site, and a no-TMS condition was
included for comparison. The stimulated regions were identified
on each participant’s structural MRI scan and coregistered with
the coil position using neuronavigation methods. The effects on
mean accuracy performance in the expression task and the face
identity control task are shown in Figure 3. The main finding was
that both rOFA and rSC stimulation reduced participants’ accuracy on the expression task only. There was no effect on the
identity task.
A two ⫻ four-way repeated-measures ANOVA of the accuracy results showed a main effect of TMS site (F(3,33) ⫽ 10.3; p ⬎
0.001) and of expression versus identity (F(1,11) ⫽ 10.6; p ⫽
0.008). TMS site and expression versus identity also combined in
a two-way interaction (F(3,33) ⫽ 4.3; p ⫽ 0.012). Bonferroni’s
corrected post hoc comparisons showed significant impairments
for the expression task relative to the identity task when stimulating rOFA ( p ⫽ 0.017) and rSC ( p ⬍ 0.001). More importantly,
accuracy on the expression discrimination task was significantly
impaired by rTMS to rOFA relative to vertex ( p ⫽ 0.008) and no
TMS ( p ⫽ 0.007). Similarly, there were significant impairments
at rSC relative to vertex ( p ⫽ 0.004) and no TMS ( p ⫽ 0.010).
There was no significant difference between the expression and
identity tasks when rTMS was targeted at vertex or when no TMS
was delivered.
A two ⫻ four-way ANOVA on the reaction time (RT) data
showed a significant slowing of RTs on expression trials compared with identity (F(1,11) ⫽ 6.3; p ⫽ 0.029) but no two-way
interaction between TMS site and expression versus identity
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(F(3,33) ⫽ 1.571; p ⫽ 0.215) (supplemental Fig. 4, available at
www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
This first experiment thus established that rOFA and the face
region of rSC are important for expression discrimination. To
preclude an account of the data based on differential difficulty of
the identity and expression tasks, four paired sample t tests were
performed. These showed significant RT differences at rOFA (t ⫽
3.25; p ⫽ 0.008) and rSC (t ⫽ 4.56; p ⫽ 0.001) but not at vertex
(t ⫽ 1.63; p ⫽ 0.132) or the no-TMS condition (t ⫽ 0.64; p ⫽
0.534).
Because another study of the rSC (Pourtois et al., 2004) found
TMS effects for fearful but not for happy faces, we examined our
data for expression-specific effects. We categorized trials according to the expression in the second stimulus and analyzed the
error scores. A four ⫻ six-way repeated-measures ANOVA
showed a main effect of TMS site (F(3,33) ⫽ 6.9; p ⫽ 0.001) but not
of expression (F(5,55) ⫽ 1.4; p ⫽ 0.24), and the interaction did not
approach significance (F(15,165) ⫽ 1.4; p ⫽ 0.54).
Spatial specificity of the TMS effect in rSC
Although experiment 1 demonstrated site- and task-specific effects, the possibility remained that our stimulation of rSC was not
specific to the face area, which is close to the regions representing
other body parts such as the fingers (Penfield and Jasper, 1954;
Huang and Sereno, 2007). We therefore targeted rTMS at the face
region and the finger region in experiment 2 to assess whether we
could dissociate the expression effects in these areas. Again we
used vertex as an active TMS control site. Mean accuracy scores
revealed a spatially specific effect limited to the face region of rSC.
rTMS at the face area reduced accuracy to 79.00% compared with
accuracy of 83.25% at the finger area and 84.13% at vertex. A
one ⫻ three-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed a main
effect of TMS site (F(1,7) ⫽ 12.8; p ⫽ 0.009). Bonferroni’s corrected post hoc comparisons revealed a significant performance
difference between the face region and the finger region ( p ⫽
0.021) and the face region and vertex ( p ⫽ 0.027). There was no
significant difference between the finger region and vertex ( p ⫽
0.787).
A four ⫻ six-way repeated-measures ANOVA was performed
to test for expression-specific effects. It showed no main effects of
TMS site (F(2,14) ⫽ 2.9; p ⫽ 0.093) or expression (F(5,35) ⫽ 1.3;
p ⫽ 0.28), and the interaction did not approach significance
(F(10,70) ⫽ 1.5; p ⫽ 0.16).
Temporal specificity of TMS effects in rOFA and rSC
In the first two experiments, we demonstrated that the TMS effects on expressions were specific to rOFA and to the face region
of rSC. To better understand the roles of these areas in expression
processing, it is necessary to be able to comment on the timing of
the involvement of each area. If, as hypothesized, the two areas
are sequential components in a distributed hierarchical network
(Haxby et al., 2000; Adolphs, 2002), then TMS-induced interference at rOFA should precede TMS interference at rSC. We therefore stimulated rOFA, the face region of rSC, and vertex using
dTMS with 40 ms between pulses. The dTMS pulses were delivered at seven different times from stimulus onset in pairs at 20 –
60, 60 –100, 100 –140, 130 –170, 170 –210, 210 –250, and 250 –290
ms. Previous studies suggested that this 270 ms period would
encompass the involvement of both rOFA and SC in expression
processing (Pourtois et al., 2004; Pitcher et al., 2007). As Figure 4
shows, accuracy was selectively and significantly reduced when
dTMS was delivered over rOFA in a pulse pair delivered at 60 –
100 ms after stimulus onset. In contrast, when dTMS was deliv-
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ered over the face region of rSC, it selectively impaired expression accuracy at two
later time windows, 100 –140 and 130 –170
ms after stimulus onset.
To make the above statistical comparison, we first established that the vertex
control site showed no significant differences between the two testing sessions. A
two ⫻ seven repeated-measures ANOVA
for the accuracy data showed no main effect of either TMS site (F(1,14) ⫽ 1.7; p ⫽
0.2) or timing (F(6,84) ⫽ 0.2; p ⫽ 0.9) and
no interaction (F(6,84) ⫽ 0.8; p ⫽ 0.6). A
two ⫻ seven ANOVA for the RT data also
showed no main effect of TMS site (F(1,14) Figure 4. Mean accuracy scores for the expression discrimination task in experiment 3. An asterisk denotes a significant
⫽ 1; p ⫽ 0.8) or timing (F(6,84) ⫽ 1.5; p ⫽ difference in Bonferroni’s corrected tests.
0.2) and no interaction (F(6,84) ⫽ 1; p ⫽
0.4). Therefore, to simplify additional
100 –140 and 130 –170 ms, and indicates that the area is active
analysis, we collapsed the two vertex blocks together by taking
over a comparatively longer time period than rOFA. This suggests
mean scores at all timing conditions for the accuracy and RT data.
that embodying an expression in the rSC is a sustained process
A three ⫻ seven-way repeated-measures ANOVA showed a
relative to the visual process at rOFA. The timing of the rSC effect
main effect of timing (F(6,84) ⫽ 3; p ⫽ 0.01) but not of TMS site
suggests that the contribution from nonvisual cortical areas to
(F(2,28) ⫽ 2.6; p ⫽ 0.09). TMS site and timing combined in a
expression discrimination may co-occur with visually mediated
significant two-way interaction (F(12,168) ⫽ 4; p ⬍ 0.001). Bonface computations such as those producing the face-selective
ferroni’s corrected post hoc tests showed that, when dTMS was
N170 component in evoked response potential studies (Bentin et
applied in a 60 –100 ms pair, there was a significant difference
al., 1996). The timing of this contribution is also consistent with
between rOFA and vertex ( p ⬍ 0.001) and between rOFA and
studies that have reported that cortical areas outside the visual
rSC ( p ⫽ 0.008). The temporally specific effect on rSC was later.
system exhibit a response earlier than the N170 in visual tasks
dTMS over the face region of rSC significantly reduced accuracy
involving facial expressions (Eimer and Holmes, 2002) and emoon the expression task compared with stimulation at the vertex
tionally evocative images (Kawasaki et al., 2001).
control site when delivered in pulse-pair timings at 100 –140 ms
Because our matching task required comparison of two se( p ⫽ 0.01) and 130 –170 ms ( p ⫽ 0.018).
quentially presented expressions, one account of the right soA three ⫻ seven-way repeated-measures ANOVA on the RT
matosensory disruption in experiments 1 and 2 predicts that it
data showed no significant effects (supplemental Fig. 5, available
resulted from disruption of a frontoparietal working memory
at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).
(WM) network (Harris et al., 2001; Oliveri et al., 2001; Mottaghy
et al., 2002). However, if this were the case, the identity task
Discussion
should have been as impaired as the expression task. Also, in
The results demonstrate that facial expression matching is depenexperiment 2, there was no impairment on the expression task
dent on both the rOFA and the rSC. As an embodied cognition
when rTMS was targeted at the finger region of rSC, as would be
account predicts, facial expression recognition is not solely a viexpected if a WM network was disrupted.
sual task. Behavioral studies have shown that contortions of the
The absence of an effect on identity at rOFA is interesting
face disrupt expression recognition (Oberman et al., 2007), and
given
the structure of face processing models (Haxby et al., 2000;
TMS targeted at rSC may act in a manner analogous to the conCalder
and Young, 2005). These models propose that identity
tortions by disrupting the somatic simulation of a perceived exand
expression
processing depend on separate mechanisms in
pression. The results of experiment 2 also support the embodied
later
stages
of
the
face processing stream but that both are procognition hypothesis by demonstrating that rTMS targeted at the
cessed in rOFA. Support for rOFA involvement in identity comface region of rSC impaired expression discrimination relative to
putations comes from fMRI adaptation studies (Yovel and KanrTMS targeted at the finger region and the vertex.
wisher, 2004) and from patient studies (Rossion et al., 2003).
An analysis of the expression task errors in experiments 1 and
However, our previous TMS study at rOFA found an effect only
2 failed to demonstrate preferential impairment of specific exfor face part discrimination and not for face part spacing discrimpressions by rTMS to rSC. This contrasts with a study that reination (Pitcher et al., 2007). In the current experiment, the two
ported an impairment of fearful faces compared with happy faces
faces presented on each trial in the identity task always differed in
(Pourtois et al., 2004). We used six expressions from Ekman and
their expressions and hence the shape of their face parts. As a
Friesen’s (1976) set that restricted the number of trials per exresult, TMS may not have affected identity processing because
pression, so it is possible that lack of statistical power accounts for
participants were forced to rely on information other than the
the lack of an expression-specific effect.
face parts (e.g., relative spacing, surface reflectance). FurtherThe sequential impairments observed at rOFA and rSC in
more, Rotshtein et al. (2005) have shown that OFA adapts to
experiment 3 support existing face processing models (Haxby et
physical changes in faces even when the identity remained unal., 2000; Adolphs, 2002). The 60 –100 ms impairment at rOFA
changed, whereas the fusiform gyrus only showed release from
demonstrates that rOFA processes expression information at an
adaptation when facial identity changed. This suggests that rTMS
early stage in the face processing stream and replicates the timing
to rOFA might not have affected performance in our identity task
of rOFA TMS effects in a face part discrimination task (Pitcher et
because it required discrimination between identities and not
al., 2007). Impairment at rSC encompassed two time windows,
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physical changes within an identity. It is also possible that some
routes to facial identity do not require OFA; Rotshtein et al.
(2007), for example, showed that the middle occipital gyrus
transmits low spatial frequency identity information to the fusiform gyrus. Neuropsychological results also suggest that early
visual areas are directly connected to the fusiform gyrus (Sorger
et al., 2007).
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